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1.

India’s Intervention in East Pakistan (1971)

Facts
In December 1971, India sent troops into what was at the time known as East
Pakistan. For the preceding months, Pakistani forces had been engaged in a violent
conflict with a Bangladeshi separatist group. 1 The Indo-Pakistani conflict was sparked by
the Bangladesh Liberation War, a conflict between the West Pakistanis and the East
Pakistanis, who were mainly of Bengali ethnicity. 2 In the 1970 Pakistani election, the
East Pakistani Awami League secured a simple majority in the Parliament of Pakistan. 3
The West Pakistani leadership, however, stalled in relinquishing power. 4 The Awami
League declared the independence of East Pakistan as Bangla Desh on April 10, 1971. 5
West Pakistani forces engaged in violent attempts to end the insurrection, committing
widespread atrocities against the Bengali population of East Pakistan. 6 Over a million
Bengalis were killed. 7 And, an estimated 8 million refugees fled to India. 8
In December 1971, fighting broke out between India and Pakistan when India sent
armed troops into East Pakistan. 9 U.N. debates over the conflict took on a distinctly Cold
War tone, stalling any action on the part of the United Nations. 10 The military conflict
between India and Pakistan lasted only thirteen days before Pakistani forces in East
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Pakistan surrendered. 11 By January 4, 1972, the Secretary-General was able to report that
the cease-fire between the two states “appeared relatively stable.” 12 As a result of India’s
intervention, East Pakistan ultimately achieved independence and became modern-day
Bangladesh. 13
Justifications for Intervention
In justifying its unauthorized intervention, India framed the issue as mainly one of
self-defense and regional security. Citing the millions of refugees flowing from East
Pakistan into India, the Prime Minister of India wrote to the U.N. Secretary General that
Pakistan’s actions “pose a serious threat to our security” and that the resulting military
action taken against Pakistan was “entirely defensive.” 14 The Indian Ambassador to the
Security Council argued that Pakistan had committed a crime of “refugee aggression,”
that is, its aggression came from the strain its actions placed on India’s social structure
and finances. 15 India also argued that it had a right to intervene in light of the
humanitarian catastrophe engulfing East Pakistan. The Indian Ambassador to the U.N.
claimed that India had “absolutely nothing but the purest of . . . intentions: to rescue the
people of East Bengal from what they are suffering.” 16 India also maintained that its
authority to intervene to end the humanitarian catastrophe was based in part on the
consent of Bangladeshi people, even though Bangladesh was not yet an independent
state. 17 In making this argument, India argued that the rule of self-determination might be
applied to the Bengali people. 18
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Reactions of the International Community
In debates at the UNSC, the USSR introduced a draft resolution by which the
Council would call upon the Government of Pakistan “to cease all acts of violence by
Pakistan forces in East Pakistan,” thereby placing the USSR staunchly on the side of the
Indians. 19 At the General Assembly, the USSR further endorsed the intervention by
arguing that “Pakistan had launched an attack on India in order to solve its domestic
problem.” 20 Accordingly, “a cease-fire between India and Pakistan would only give
Pakistan the right to continue its terror campaign against” the Bengali people. 21 China, by
contrast, argued that India was the “outright aggressor” and that “the Soviet Union was
behind the aggression.” 22 It urged the United Nations to condemn India’s aggression,
support Pakistan, and call for an immediate withdrawal of Indian armed forces and
personnel. 23 The United States, without publicly taking sides, introduced a draft
resolution in the Security Council calling for the immediate cessation of hostilities, 24 but
Poland and the USSR voted against it. 25 No Security Council resolution was ever
adopted, but the Council did refer the question to the General Assembly. 26 Without
placing blame on either Pakistan or India, the GA adopted a resolution that called for an
immediate ceasefire. 27
2.

Vietnam’s Intervention in Cambodia (1978)

Facts
The Khmer Rouge came to power in Cambodia in 1975. Soon afterwards, it began
engaging in border clashes with Vietnam. 28 Failed negotiations, 29 increasing Khmer
Rouge skirmishes into Vietnamese villages, 30 and the Khmer Rouge’s rejection of a
treaty designed to confirm the existing borders 31 led the Vietnamese government to assist
opposition forces in Cambodia in their attempt to overthrow the Khmer Rouge regime. 32
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After Vietnam failed to unseat the Khmer Rouge by fomenting internal unrest, 33
Vietnamese forces invaded Cambodia on December 25, 1978. 34 Vietnam did not attempt
to procure Security Council approval beforehand. Indeed, despite the clear presence of
Vietnamese troops in Cambodia, Vietnam Hanoi Radio claimed that all of the fighting in
Cambodia was being done by the Cambodian Front for National Salvation, 35 whose
formation the Vietnamese had announced just two days earlier. 36 In January 1979, Pol
Pot fled the capital 37 and Vietnamese forces installed a new government, which called
itself the People’s Republic of Kampuchea (PRK). 38 The exiled Khmer Rouge
government continued fighting the new government until the warring parties signed an
international accord in 1991. 39 Vietnam withdrew its forces in 1989. 40
Vietnam’s intervention is widely credited with ending the massive atrocities
committed by Pol Pot’s regime, which included over 200,000 political killings between
1975 and 1977 and a further 100,000 in 1978. 41 The total number of deaths during the
Khmer Rouge period from starvation, executions, and forced labor is estimated at over
1.7 million. 42
Justifications for Intervention
In justifying its intervention, Vietnam attempted to claim that “two wars” were
taking place: “one, the border war started by the Pol Pot-Ieng Sary clique against Viet
Nam . . . the other, the revolutionary war of the Kampuchean people,” 43 even though
Vietnamese troops were, in fact, directly involved in this second war. Vietnam framed its
own use of force as an exercise of the “sacred right of self‐defence of peoples in the face
of aggression.” 44 To lend greater support to its claim that it was only supporting an
internal uprising against Pol Pot, Vietnam cited the suffering of Cambodian people,
claiming that the regime had “stripped the people of Kampuchea of all their rights,
pursued inhumane policies and turned that happy people into slaves and the entire
country into an immense concentration camp.” 45
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Reactions of the International Community
The Security Council voted on a draft resolution introduced by the seven nonaligned members. The resolution only indirectly condemned the Vietnamese invasion,
reaffirming that the “preservation of [the] sovereignty[,] territorial integrity[,] and
political independence of every State is a fundamental right” and calling for “all foreign
forces . . . to withdraw.” 46 It passed 13 to 2 (Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia
opposing). 47 However, the Soviet Union (which supported Vietnam) vetoed the
resolution. 48 Almost all the statements made by the international community of the
intervention were negative in nature. 49 Only East Germany 50 and the USSR 51 endorsed
the intervention.
3.

Tanzania’s Intervention in Uganda (1978-1979)

Facts
In 1979, Tanzania intervened in Uganda, which led to the overthrow of the
“barbaric regime” of Idi Amin. 52 After Amin came to power in a military coup in 1971,
Tanzanian President Julius Nyerere began working to undermine the regime. For
example, he provided asylum for the deposed Ugandan leader Milton Obote and his
supporters (among them Ugandan soldiers). 53
46
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In October of 1978, the Ugandan army crossed the Tanzanian bordered and
occupied 710 square miles of Tanzanian territory, killing Tanzanians and pillaging towns
in the process. 54 Uganda relied on an entitlement based on colonial-era boundaries to
justify the invasion, a pretext that scholars have widely dismissed as spurious. 55 In
response, Nyerere mobilized the Tanzania army along the Ugandan border. 56 Efforts by
the Organization of African Unity and representatives of some African states to mediate
the conflict failed, which some scholars suggest was due to Nyerere’s determination to
see Amin overthrown. 57 Akin to Vietnam’s claim of a “two-front” conflict, Nyerere
intended only to have Tanzanian soldiers engaged in the south of Uganda along the
border, while exiled Ugandan political groups and soldiers led the charge against the
capital (or, at least, Nyerere intended to publically claim that this division of labor
existed). 58
Exiled Ugandan forces and rebels (known as the Ugandan National Liberation
Front) and Tanzania forces crossed into Uganda in January 1979. 59 Eventually, Nyerere
was forced to forgo his plan of leaving the bulk of the northern fighting to the exiled
Uganda forces, particularly when Libyan soldiers intervened in support of the Amin
regime. 60 By April, the Amin regime fell to Tanzanian and exiled Ugandan soldiers 61 and
a new government was established, comprised of formerly exiled leaders. 62
Justifications for Intervention
In the lead up to the conflict, in addition to condemning Uganda’s “aggression”
against Tanzania, Nyerere expressed frustration with the failure of African states to
criticize Amin’s human rights abuses in Uganda, and even called for a change in the
OAU Charter regime such that the Charter’s protections would not extend to leaders who
perpetrated massive human rights abuses against their own citizens. 63 But despite this
earlier call, at a 1979 OAU summit on the crisis, Nyerere did not rely on the justification
issued shortly before the intervention, which criticized “[a] strange tendency in Africa[,] . . . a tendency
which, if we do not consider it carefully, will badly damage respect for our continent . . . . Amin is a killer.
Since he took over the leadership of Uganda—and I am not sure whether I should call it leadership or
oppression—he has killed many more people than [various colonial rulers had]. But there is a strange habit
in Africa: an African leader, so long as he is an African, can kill Africans just as he pleases, and you cannot
say anything”).
54
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of humanitarian intervention; instead, he circulated a statement referred to as the “Blue
Book” relying on a justification grounded in self-defence. 64 Nyerere did, however, use
the Blue Book as an opportunity to document the many abuses of the Amin regime. 65 In
contrast, at the Summit, the new President of Uganda, Godfrey Binaisa, articulated his
support for humanitarian intervention as one justification for the Tanzania’s conduct,
among many. He described the intervention, which ended Amin’s abusive reign, as
consistent with the OAU Charter’s aims of “enhanc[ing] the freedom and dignity of the
sons and daughters of Africa.” 66
Reactions of the International Community
The intervention into Uganda was not considered by the Security Council or the
General Assembly. 67 When Amin’s initial request in February for a meeting of the
Security Council on the issues was dismissed as improperly worded, 68 he appealed again
for a meeting in March, 69 but retracted that appeal a few days later at the request of
African states. 70
Although the international community’s reaction was “cautious[],” the Soviet
Union supported Tanzania’s defensive claim “and denounced Amin for ‘causing
thousands of people to disappear.’” 71 Similarly, Zambia, without endorsing the
intervention itself, described the defeat of Amin as a “triumph for freedom, justice and
human dignity.” 72 Western states did not offer support or “direct comment” on
Tanzania’s intervention. However, they were quick to recognize the new government of
Uganda. In fact, the new government comprised of formerly exiled leaders was promptly
recognized by various states, including the U.S.A., the U.K., China and many African
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states (including nearby Zambia, Angola, Botswana and Mozambique). 73 By the end of
1980, the new government had been recognized by more than 60 states. 74
At the 1979 OAU Summit, while the outgoing OAU Chairman and Nigeria
criticized the intervention, other African states did not offer any public condemnation.75
A strongly worded debate between the Chairman, Nigeria, and Nyerere did lead the OAU
to engage in a closed-door session on the matter, from which no record or resolution
emerged. 76
4.

France’s Intervention in the Central African Republic (1979)

Facts
France intervened in the Central African Republic in 1979, leading to the fall of
Jean-Bedel Bokassa, who had been the head of state. 77 Bokassa’s fourteen years in power
were marked by atrocities, which became especially acute when resistance to his power
began in 1979. 78 In January 1979, schoolchildren demonstrating in the capital were
bloodily repressed. 79 And in April 1979, Bokassa’s forces detained hundreds of students
and young people suspected of opposing the regime, at least one hundred of whom were
beaten to death in the presence of—and probably with the participation of—Bokassa
himself. 80 In response to an Amnesty report detailing these atrocities, 81 the Sixth FrancoAfrican conference dispatched a Commission of Inquiry composed of judges from five
African states to investigate. 82 The Commission’s report was made public in August
1979, confirming that the atrocities had taken place and stating that Bokassa had “almost
certainly” taken part in them. 83 In response, France cut off financial aid to the country. 84
On the night of September 20, 1979, while Bokassa was on a state visit in Libya,
the French launched Operation Barracuda. 85 French military secured the airport and other
locations in the capital. 86 They then flew former president, personal adviser, and cousin
David Dacko to retake power, which occurred in a bloodless coup. 87 Bokassa went into
73
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exile in Côte d’Ivoire. 88 There is some evidence pointed to by scholars that Operation
Barracuda had been planned in July of 1979, before the Amnesty report had been
released. 89
Justifications for Intervention
France originally claimed that it only intervened after Dacko’s coup, at the
request of the new regime. 90 But later reports exposed the fact that French troops were
present in the CAR on the night of the coup. 91 The French Foreign Ministry continued to
claim that it had not installed Dacko but acknowledged, several days later, that it had
promised French aid to Dacko if he were to depose Bokassa. 92
Some scholars also attribute an explicit humanitarian motivation to the French
intervention. In the summer of 1979 Amnesty International released a report detailing a
massacre of schoolchildren authorized by Emperor Bokassa. In reaction to the report,
France criticized and cut off aid to the regime. 93 This act has led some commentators to
attribute humanitarian motivation to the intervention, which occurred several weeks
later. 94 But others dispute this claim, pointing out that France had already begun planning
the intervention before the release of the Amnesty International report. 95
Reactions of the International Community
The Security Council and the General Assembly never considered the
intervention, and neither passed any resolutions on the intervention. 96 Only Libya, Benin,
and Chad apparently condemned the intervention. 97
5.

ECOWAS’s Intervention in Liberia (1990)

Facts
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In 1990, the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS)—a West
African regional organization 98 —created a special ECOWAS Cease-Fire Monitoring
Group (ECOMOG), consisting of the armed forces of several member-states, and
dispatched it to intervene in a bloody civil war taking place in Liberia, an ECOWAS
member-state. The civil war, initiated in 1989, pitted the government of Samuel Doe and
his Armed Forces of Liberia against the rebel National Patriotic Front of Liberia, led by
Charles Taylor. 99 Both sides were widely accused of committing atrocities including
massacres, torture, and displacement of civilians. 100
Created under the auspices of a special ECOWAS Standing Mediation
Committee, the ECOMOG force was designed primarily “for the purpose of keeping the
peace, [and] restoring law and order.” 101 The Committee, and ECOWAS as a whole, did
not secure Security Council approval before creating and dispatching ECOMOG. 102 The
proposed intervention was controversial among ECOWAS member-states due in part to
the fact that almost all of the countries that contributed troops to ECOMOG were
anglophone states. 103 The disproportionate influence of Nigeria in both establishing and
staffing ECOMOG was also a source of contention due to Nigeria’s close ties with the
Doe regime. 104 Despite these concerns, ECOMOG was dispatched in August of 1990.
During its early years, the force suffered from operational difficulties and competing
interests among member states (many of whom tacitly supported specific parties in the
conflict). Taylor was especially hostile to the force, and his army often clashed with
ECOMOG troops. 105 But despite these challenges, ECOMOG remained active in Liberia
for several years, helping broker various temporary cease-fires, and ultimately helping
implement a final cease-fire and supervise elections that formally brought Taylor to
power in 1997. 106
Justifications for Intervention
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ECOMOG was framed as a peacekeeping force, despite the fact that it intervened
while hostilities were still ongoing. 107 The ECOWAS Standing Mediation Committee
claimed it had the “responsibility of ensuring that peace and stability is maintained in the
subregion” and that this justified the intervention. 108 The Standing Mediation Committee
also emphasized the humanitarian catastrophe engulfing Liberia. For example, in a
communiqué, the Committee stated that “[t]he failure of the warring parties to cease
hostilities has led to the massive destruction of property and the massacre by all the
parties of thousands of innocent civilians, including foreign nationals, women and
children.” 109 Finally, the Standing Mediation Committee claimed that ECOMOG was
operating under the authority of ECOWAS’s 1981 Mutual Assistance on Defense
Protocol, an addition to the original ECOWAS treaty designed to coordinate collective
self-defense among ECOWAS member-states; however, scholars have questioned
ECOWAS’s authority, under the organization’s governing treaty law, to intervene in an
internal conflict of a member-state. 110
Some have claimed that ECOMOG was dispatched based on a formal request for
aid by the Doe government. Indeed, Doe, in May 1990, wrote a letter to the Standing
Mediation Committee stating that “it would seem most expedient at this time to introduce
an ECOWAS Peace-keeping Force into Liberia to forestall increasing terror and tension
and to assure a peaceful transitional environment.” 111 But Doe’s authority to request any
intervention was tenuous by May 1990. 112 And Taylor—arguably the de facto leader of
Liberia by then—never consented to the intervention. Rather, he called it a “flagrant act
of aggression” 113 and frequently ordered his forces to attack ECOMOG troops during the
early years of the intervention. 114
Reactions of the International Community
The Security Council remained silent on the intervention and on the Liberian civil
war in general until 1991, when the President of the Council “commended” ECOWAS’s
107
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Protocol was designed to deal primarily with conflicts between states, rather than purely internal conflicts,
and it is unclear if it truly applied to the situation in Liberia. Scholars generally agree that the Standing
Mediation Committee did not have the right to invoke the Protocol unilaterally absent a more formal
determination by the official ECOWAS governing Authority. See, e.g., BERMAN & SAMS, supra note 99, at
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work in the region and encouraged Liberian forces to abide by a recent cease-fire
agreement. 115 The Security Council did not pass an official resolution on the conflict until
November 1992. Resolution 788 instituted an embargo on the delivery of any weapons
bound for Liberia, but granted an exception to weapons bound for ECOMOG. 116 The
Resolution also “commend[ed] ECOWAS for its efforts to restore peace, security and
stability in Liberia.” 117 The Council later passed Resolution 866 creating the United
Nations Observer Mission in Liberia (UNOMIL). 118 The Council stated that “this would
be the first peace-keeping mission undertaken by the United Nations in cooperation with
a peace-keeping mission already set up by another organization, in this case
ECOWAS.” 119
The United States remained silent about the intervention, viewing it as an internal
African issue, 120 but gradually began increasing its support—including convincing
Senegal to join the force—over the next several years. 121 Some members of ECOWAS
opposed the intervention. For example, the President of Burkina Faso, a supporter of
Taylor, declared that the Standing Committee has “no competence to interfere in member
states’ internal conflicts” without all parties’ consent. 122 During the later stages of the
intervention, many additional African states decided to contribute troops to ECOMOG. 123
6.

The U.S., the U.K., the Netherlands, France & Nine Other Countries’
Intervention in Iraq (1991)

Facts
In 1991, in the immediate aftermath of the first Gulf War, the United States, the
United Kingdom, France, the Netherlands, and nine other countries dispatched 8,000
troops to Northern Iraq to provide assistance to Kurdish refugees. This intervention,
dubbed “Operation Provide Comfort,” was the result of a long string of events.
Iraq’s Kurdish population in the north and its Shiite population in the south had
rebelled against the Iraqi government in March 1991, immediately following the
conclusion of the first Gulf War. 124 Saddam Hussein’s regime responded with brutal
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force, committing atrocities against the rebel forces and civilians in the regions. 125 By the
beginning of April, the government forces had reestablished control over the country. 126
By April 6, the United Nations High Commission for Refugees estimated that roughly
750,000 Kurds had fled to Iran, 280,000 to Turkey, and that 300,000 more were gathered
at the Turkish border. 127 Many of the internally displaced persons gathered in the
mountains near Turkey and Iran and soon began dying in large numbers from cold and
hunger. 128
On April 5, the Security Council adopted Resolution 688, 129 which “condemn[ed]
the repression of the Iraqi civilian population in many parts of Iraq, including . . . in
Kurdish-populated areas,” and encouraged alleviation of the refugee crisis. 130 But the
resolution did not authorize international intervention under Chapter VII.
After attempts to provide assistance to the Kurdish refugees via air drops, 131 a
summit meeting of the European Community endorsed the British Prime Minister’s
proposal to create U.N.-protected Kurdish enclaves in northern Iraq. 132 A group of states
ultimately decided to implement the plan without explicit U.N. approval, and Operation
Provide Comfort soon commenced. Over 8,000 forces from the U.S., U.K., France, and
the Netherlands entered northern Iraq and established six zones where Kurds could come
to receive humanitarian assistance. 133 At the peak of the intervention, there were 20,000
troops in Northern Iraq from thirteen countries. 134
On April 18, Iraq agreed to a Memorandum of Understanding with the United
Nations that provided for the establishment of 100 U.N.-administered humanitarian
centers throughout Iraq. 135 The last coalition forces left Iraq on July 15, 1991, 136 but in
response to escalating harassment of the Shiite population, coalition forces imposed a nofly zone in the south on August 26, 1992. 137
Justifications for Intervention
Despite the fact that Resolution 688 did not authorize intervention under Chapter
VII, both the United States and the United Kingdom argued that the Operation Provide
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Comfort was consistent with the Resolution.138 The United Kingdom later retreated from
this claim, but argued that the intervention was justified under the “customary
international law principle of humanitarian intervention.” 139 While France never
explicitly cited customary international law, it did proclaim that it had a “duty of
intervention” to assist the Kurds. 140 Similarly, the United States emphasized the
humanitarian impetrative of intervention, 141 even going so far as to claim that the
humanitarian crisis necessitated the rethinking of basic ideas of the inviolability of state
sovereignty. 142
Reactions of the International Community
No U.N. resolutions made mention of the coalition’s intervention in Iraq. On
April 18, 1991, the Secretary-General said that deployment of foreign troops posed
political problems, but “from the moral and humanitarian point of view” there was “no
difficulty.” 143 The G7, in its London Economic Summit Political Declaration on
Strengthening the International Order, endorsed the intervention, arguing that “the urgent
and overwhelming nature of the humanitarian problem in Iraq caused by violent
oppression by the Government required exceptional action by the international
community, following UNSCR . . . 688.” 144 Indeed, it went on to “urge the UN and its
affiliated agencies to be ready to consider similar action in the future if the circumstances
require it.” 145 As the United Nations took over administration of the safe havens in July
1991, it is unclear whether the G7 was expressing support for the unauthorized
intervention by Britain, the United States, and France, or only for the UN-administered
138
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effort to protect refugees in Iraq. The intervention was never debated in the UN, although
Iraq and Sudan explicitly criticized it.
7.

ECOWAS’s Intervention in Sierra Leone (1997-1999)

Facts
Civil war erupted in Sierra Leone in March 1991 when the Revolutionary United
Front (RUF) began fighting to overthrow the Sierra Leonean government. 146 In May
1997, the RUF overthrew the democratically elected President Ahmad Tejan Kabbah 147
and forced him into exile in Guinea. 148 The day of the coup, Kabbah reportedly invited
Nigeria to take military action to restore his rule. 149 Nigeria had kept troops in Sierra
Leone since the early 1990s through peacekeeping arrangements. 150 After the military
coup, Nigeria sent in more troops under the command of ECOWAS’s Military Observer
Group (ECOMOG) 151 and began fighting the rebels directly. 152 On May 27, the President
of the Security Council issued a statement stating that he “strongly deplore[d] this
attempt to overthrow the democratically elected government and call[ed] for an
immediate restoration of constitutional order,” but he did not mention or authorize
ECOMOG’s intervention. 153 Ultimately, Nigeria withdrew its troops on June 3, 1997
when its military efforts failed. 154 Intermittent skirmishes between Nigerian troops and
the RUF continued until October. 155 In October 1997, Amnesty International published a
report accusing the RUF coup government of “committ[ing] serious human rights
violations,” including torture and extrajudicial killings of those opposed to the new
government. 156
On October 8, 1997, the Security Council passed Resolution 1132 which imposed
an embargo on the sale or supply “of petroleum and petroleum products and arms and
related matériel of all types” to Sierra Leone. 157 Acting under its Chapter VIII authority,
146
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it also “authorize[d] ECOWAS . . . to ensure strict implementation” of the embargo
through inspection of maritime shipments to Sierra Leone. 158 But the Security Council
did not authorize ECOMOG to explicitly use force to enforce the sanctions, or to
overthrow the junta. After the imposition of the arms and oil embargo, ECOMOG
continued to engage in fighting with the RUF despite its designation in the peace plan
only as a monitor. 159
On February 6, 1998, Nigeria, “operat[ing] nominally under the auspices of
ECOMOG,” again militarily intervened in Sierra Leone after peace talks broke down.160
It forcibly removed the military government and took control of Freetown on February
13. 161 President Kabbah returned soon after to take power, 162 and he began to implement
an earlier peace agreement. 163 In the meantime, the United Nations created and deployed
a 70-person U.N. Observer Mission (UNOMSIL) to supplement ECOMOG forces and to
monitor “the military and security situation” in the country. 164 The Resolution also
included ECOMOG forces in its security arrangements. 165
When the RUF led a surprise advance into Freetown in December 1998,
UNOMSIL evacuated. 166 In response, ECOMOG sent in more troops from Nigeria,
Ghana, Guinea and Mali. 167 In March 1999, ECOMOG returned to Freetown, 168 and on
July 7, 1999 the government and the RUF signed the Lomé peace agreement. 169 The
peace agreement provided a new mandate for ECOMOG to engage in peacekeeping,
security, and protection of UNOMSIL and DDR personnel, with the goal of ultimately
turning ECOMOG into a neutral peacekeeping force operating in conjunction with
UNOMSIL. 170
On October 22, 1999, the Security Council passed Resolution 1270, which created
the 6,000-member United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL) to disarm
combatants and monitor the cease-fire. 171 UNAMSIL was designed to replace
UNOMSIL 172 The Resolution also approved ECOMOG’s new mandate as recognized in
the Lomé peace agreement. 173 Nigeria indicated that it would withdraw its troops from
158
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Sierra Leone by December 1999. 174 Finally on February 7, 2000, the Security Council
passed Resolution 1289 and used its Chapter VII authority to authorize UNAMSIL to
deploy 11,100 troops to Sierra Leone to take the place of ECOMOG. 175 Remaining
ECOMOG forces were incorporated into UNAMSIL. 176
Justifications for Intervention
Nigeria primarily framed its earlier involvement through ECOMOG in the Sierra
Leonean civil war as peacekeeping 177 and the protection of democracy. 178 Some news
outlets also reported that its initial intervention was at the request of the recently deposed
President Kabbah. 179 U.N. Resolution 1132 later created a more formal role for
ECOMOG in monitoring the embargo of Sierra Leone, but did not empower ECOMOG
to use military force. ECOMOG justified its more intermittent uses of force against the
RUF as consistent with its role in enforcing the U.N. embargo. 180 In justifying its
invasion of Sierra Leone and capture of Freetown in February 1998, Nigeria, on behalf of
ECOMOG, stressed that this use of military force was only self-defense. 181
Reactions of the International Community
The Security Council commended the actions of ECOWAS. On July 11, 1997, the
President of the Security Council “welcome[d] the mediation efforts initiated by
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ECOWAS and expresse[d] its full support for the objectives of these efforts.” 182 A few
months later, in Resolution 1132 imposing sanctions on Sierra Leone, the Security
Council “[e]xpresse[d] its strong support for the efforts of the ECOWAS Committee to
resolve the crisis in Sierra Leone.” 183 After ECOMOG seized Freetown, the President of
the Security Council “commend[ed] the important role that the Economic Community of
West African States (ECOWAS) has continued to play towards the peaceful resolution of
this crisis.” 184 The Security Council passed resolutions expressing similar sentiments
through 1999, though none of these resolutions explicitly addressed the legality of
ECOMOG’s invasions. 185
The Organization for African Unity commended the intervention at its annual
summit meeting in Zimbabwe. 186 Russia, though, in the debate before the passage of
Resolution 1132, remarked that “cooperation between the United Nations and the
regional organizations on questions relating to the maintenance of peace and security
should be based on the Charter of the United Nations and that enforcement action should
not be undertaken by regional organizations without the authorization of the Security
Council.” 187
8.

NATO’s Intervention in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Kosovo
Province) (1999)

Facts
In the spring of 1999, the North Atlantic Treaty Force (NATO) engaged in an
intensive aerial bombing campaign in the Federated Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY) (now
called Serbia), designed to curb atrocities being committed against ethnic Albanians in
the separatist province of Kosovo. At the time of the crisis, Kosovo was a province
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located in southern FRY, substantially populated by ethnic Albanians. 188 While Kosovo
had been granted a high degree of independence in the 1970s, in 1989, FRY President
Slobodan Milosevic revoked Kosovo’s autonomous status. 189 Under Milosevic’s rule,
ethnic Albanians were discriminated against, leading to increasing separatist sentiment
and, ultimately, a turn to violence by the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA). 190 By 1998 the
FRY began responding to this unrest by attacking KLA targets in urban centers using
heavy weapons and air strikes. 191 As the KLA continued its attacks, the special police and
security forces under Milosevic’s direction engaged in reprisals against the Kosovar
Albanian population to convince them not to support the KLA. 192 During 1998, the
fighting between FRY forces and the KLA “resulted in the deaths of over 1,500 Kosovar
Albanians and forced 400,000 people from their homes.” 193
Despite international condemnation—including Security Council Resolution
1160, which condemned the excessive use of force by the FRY and imposed an arms
embargo on the FRY under Chapter VII 194—the attacks by the Milosevic government
continued. 195 In October 1998, the North Atlantic Council issued activation orders for a
NATO air campaign in the FRY 196 but the campaign was averted when an agreement was
reached between NATO, the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe
(OSCE), and the FRY government. 197 But FRY attacks continued into 1999, 198 and, after
talks broke down on March 15, the FRY initiated a “new campaign in Kosovo of ethnic
cleansing.” 199
Asserting that the FRY government had fallen through on its commitments,
NATO initiated air strikes on March 23. 200 The strikes targeted both military facilities
and fielded forces in Kosovo, as well as “strategic” targets across FRY more broadly. 201
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A peace settlement was eventually reached in early June, and NATO air strikes were
suspended on June 10. 202
Justifications for Intervention
NATO’s Secretary-General described the objective of the airstrikes as “disrupting
the violent attacks being committed by the Serb Army and Special Police Forces and
weakening their ability to cause further humanitarian catastrophe” thus “prevent[ing]
more human suffering and more repression and violence against the civilian population of
Kosovo.” 203 He added that NATO had “a moral duty” to intervene. 204
Individual NATO member states went into more detail on their justifications for
the military strikes in public statements and in U.N. Security Council debates. While the
U.S. and U.K. partly framed the issue as implicating the collective security of NATO’s
European member states, 205 most states focused on the humanitarian crisis unfolding in
Kosovo. Some claimed that international law provided a general legal right to intervene,
even absent Security Council approval—to avert humanitarian catastrophe in extreme
cases. 206 The U.S. government similarly claimed that the intervention, despite being
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international law.” He added that
[t]he Charter, to be sure, is much more specific on respects for sovereignty than on
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gradual shift in that balance, making respect for human rights more mandatory and
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international law that no sovereign State has the right to terrorize its own citizens.
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unauthorized, was fully consistent with the U.N. Charter. 207 A minority of NATO states
pressed the view that the strikes were in conformity with existing Security Council
Resolutions. 208 And many, if not most, official statements simply noted the humanitarian
objective of the intervention—and the moral imperatives for rescuing the people of
Kosovo—but did not directly address the legality of the intervention. 209
Reactions of the International Community
Three core UNSC resolutions dealt with Kosovo prior to the intervention. Those
include resolutions 1160 (1998), 210 1199 (1998) 211 and 1203 (1998). 212 One additional
resolution, resolution 1244 (1999), 213 followed the conclusion of air strikes. All four
resolutions were adopted under the UNSC’s Chapter VII power. Resolution 1160
condemned the excessive use of force by the FRY and acts of terrorism by the KLA, and,
among other things, imposed an arms embargo on the FRY. 214 Resolution 1203, inter
alia, “endorse[d] and supporte[d]” the agreements between the FRY and NATO and the
OSCE, and demanded prompt implementation of the agreements. 215 Resolution 1244 set
out the support framework for post-conflict Kosovo, and, among other things, reaffirmed
the view that this is an armed humanitarian intervention, compatible with Article 2, paragraph 4, of the
Charter, which covers only intervention against the territorial integrity or political independence of a State."
Oral Pleadings of Belgium, Legality of Use of Force (Yugo. v. Belg.), 1999 I.C.J. Pleadings 12 (May 10,
1999, 3:00 p.m. hearing). Belgium grounded its legal justification in an interpretation of Article 2(4) that
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the commitment of member states to the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the FRY
and the need for substantial autonomy for Kosovo. 216 The resolution did not refer to the
NATO intervention.
In a UNSC debate held immediately after the strikes began, some states (in
particular, Russia, China, Belarus and India) strongly criticized the NATO intervention as
a violation of the Charter. Russia stated that “[t]hose who are involved . . . must realize
the heavy responsibility they bear for subverting the Charter and other norms of
international law and for attempting to establish in the world, de facto, the primacy of
force and unilateral diktat.” 217 India characterized the NATO air strikes as a “clear
violation of Article 53 of the Charter,” which governs action undertaken by regional
organizations as authorized by the Security Council. 218 Other states expressed support for
the strikes (with some discussing the legality of the intervention). 219 The remaining states
were effectively neutral, noting that they did not support the unilateral intervention, but
apparently at a loss as to what alternatives remained. 220 These allegiances remained
largely the same in a later Council debate on a draft resolution condemning the NATO
strikes (which did not pass) 221 and another Council debate over the legality of the
intervention after the intervention had concluded. 222
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